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Assessment of machine-learning techniques in predicting lithofluid facies
logs in hydrocarbon wells

Saba Keynejad1, Marc L. Sbar1, and Roy A. Johnson1

Abstract

Wireline log interpretation is a well-exercised procedure in the oil and gas industry with all its added value
from exploration to production stages. It becomes even more important when it is one of only a few available
alternatives to compensate for the lack of core samples in a study of lithologic and fluid variations in a well. Yet,
as with other purely expert-oriented interpretational techniques, there is always a considerable risk of subjec-
tive or technical errors. We have adopted a hybrid approach that links a machine-learning (ML) algorithm to the
log interpretation procedure to solve these problems. We have applied this approach to two different hydro-
carbon (HC) fields with the aim of predicting the HC-bearing units in the form of lithofluid facies logs at different
well locations. The values of these logs are labels of classes that are separated based on their lithologic and fluid
content characteristics. After training different MLs on the designed lithofluid facies logs, we chose a bagged-
tree algorithm to predict these logs for the target wells due to its superior performance. This algorithm predicted
HC units in an accurate interval (above the HC-fluid contact depth), and it showed a very low false discovery
rate. The high-accuracy rate, speed of analysis, and its generalization ability, even in data-deficient cases, accen-
tuate why including ML algorithms can improve the understanding of the subsurface at every phase of the ex-
ploration and production process. The proposed approach of using ML algorithms, trained and tuned based on
the expert’s knowledge of the reservoir, can be modified and applied to future wells in a HC field to significantly
minimize the risk of false HC discoveries.

Introduction
Boreholes and calibration wells are direct sources of

information in the study of lithology and fluid content in
a hydrocarbon (HC) reservoir. The cores and drilling re-
ports, where they are available and well documented,
provide us with this first-hand observation of the subsur-
face characteristics. In those cases in which this source
is not reliable (e.g., a low core-recovery ratio or a lack of
samples at a certain depth) or not available at all, wire-
line logging can fill the gap to help with interpretation of
the lithofacies and potential fluid column at a well loca-
tion. This interpretation process is not always easy,
straightforward, or accurate. In fact, it is usually time
consuming, subject to human error, and may be affected
by other complicating factors such as poor log calibra-
tions, conflicting log results, and lack of data. A better
alternative is to use a hybrid approach that implements
a computational method to retrieve as much objective
information as possible from the logs while inserting
the first-hand information by the analyst to model the
vertical lithologic and fluid variations in each well.

One of the quantitative techniques for the first part of
this hybrid approach is machine learning (ML). ML al-

gorithms are data-driven techniques that can learn the
intended properties within a data set such as classes
and trends and then extract those features from unseen
data as well. Different techniques usually fall into one
of the categories of supervised or unsupervised algo-
rithms.

Supervised ML algorithms build predictive models
with known outputs for different observations. These
outputs can be continuous values or class labels, for
which regression models (function approximators)
and classifiers are used, respectively. However, unsu-
pervised algorithms discover some measure of proxim-
ity or shared features within the learning set to
subdivide the data into clusters, without knowing the
desired outputs. Either way, there is always some mea-
sure of training performance, the improvement of
which facilitates algorithm performance on the unseen
data.

Despite the fast-growing number of successful cases
published in recent years, application of ML in HC ex-
ploration is not yet established as a standard procedure
within the exploration and production world. Among
different fields of application, ML algorithms have en-
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joyed increasing attention in facies-recognition studies
in recent years. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have
been used in many cases, for instance, in complex car-
bonate reservoirs, in which lithofacies recognition
based on wireline logs can be very challenging (Qi
and Carr, 2006; Al Moqbel and Wang, 2011). Torres
and Reverón (2014) and Zhao et al. (2014) use different
support vector machine (SVM) approaches for lithofa-
cies classification in reservoir modeling. Other ML algo-
rithms such as generalized boosted regression modeling
and quadratic discriminant analysis (DA) have also
been successfully tested and applied by Aleardi and Cia-
barri (2017) and Al-Mudhafar (2017).

In this study, we are proposing a hybrid approach
that merges data-driven (ML) and knowledge-driven
methods. The former yields superior computational
power, accuracy, and resolution, whereas the inter-
preter can get around the potential data deficiency
and/or acquisition problems through the latter. We have
applied this technique to two different data sets to cre-
ate lithofluid facies logs with the main goal of predicting
HC-bearing units. This approach can be modified for
different fields depending on their data availabilities
and reservoir characteristics.

The first step of this framework includes data prepa-
ration, qualitatively and statistically investigating the
logs, and then designing target lithofluid facies logs ac-
cordingly. In this step, the expert defines the number
and type of target classes and chooses the logs. Note
that most ML algorithms cannot predict new classes
beyond the limited set of classes on which they are
trained. For reservoirs in which encountering new
facies in unseen wells is expected, a series of neural
networks (ART2) with the capability of expanding pre-
dicted clusters can be used (Chang et al., 2000). The
chosen logs (referred to as features, attributes, or pre-
dictors) should demonstrate a desired degree of rel-
evancy to the target classes. The logs and classes will
be used to train the algorithm on the wells with known
lithofluid facies logs (training wells). After obtaining
satisfying results in training, the algorithm can be ap-
plied to the unseen wells (target wells) to predict the
lithofluid facies classes.

Different ML algorithms were tested on two fields: a
self-organizing feature map (SOM) as an unsupervised
algorithm, along with a multilayer feed-forward neural
network (MLFN) and a bagged-tree (BT) classifier as
supervised algorithms. The choice of the supervised
or unsupervised ML algorithm in similar cases strongly
depends on the data availability and the objectives of
the study. The more known data are available (e.g.,
boreholes), the more reason to incorporate them in
training a supervised algorithm. In the case of insuffi-
cient data, an unsupervised algorithm can be a better
choice to address the uncertainty in the number of clus-
ters. The best approach is to test different ML algo-
rithms and evaluate the results with the known data
and the general information about the field before ap-
plying one.

We have implemented the same workflow on both
fields to better assess the methodologies. All algorithms
were trained on each data set, and after evaluating the
training results (qualitatively and/or quantitatively), the
best algorithm (BT) was applied to the target wells. De-
pending on the available information from each data
set, we then assessed our predictions using a previously
interpreted reference in each case.

The available data sets for this analysis include four
boreholes from Heidrun Field, off-shore Norway, and
eight boreholes from the Kupe Field in the Taranaki Ba-
sin, off-shore New Zealand. Heidrun is a producing oil
field with associated gas, and Kupe is a gas-condensate
field. Both fields are clastic reservoirs, but with distinct
properties such as the amount of alternating shale
layers and the quality of the reservoir sand. Even
though the framework is the same, the parameters of
the algorithms for each field were designed separately
based on available wireline logs and the facies types.
Each data set includes different wireline logs accompa-
nied by drilling information available for some wells.
These are the primary sources of information needed
by the expert to design and train the algorithm and then
interpret the results of its application. According to the
objectives of this study, we chose to keep the class la-
bels to a minimum, regardless of the stratigraphic and
depositional factors, to highlight the HC-bearing units.
To evaluate the methodology and results, we have ex-
cluded parts of the available data, either in the form of
one whole well and/or a certain depth interval. The ex-
cluded parts form our target wells and sections,
whereas the rest are used as training wells.

This study shows promising results in applying ML
algorithms in HC exploration. SOM can be used to de-
fine target clusters in pilot stages of exploration or
underexplored areas in which no cored boreholes are
available for training. Supervised algorithms, however,
could successfully predict HC units in both fields, con-
sistent with fluid contact depths and without false dis-
coveries. Such advantages can help in lowering the risk
of overestimating a reservoir’s capacity in field develop-
ment stages.

Heidrun Field
Located on the mid-Norwegian continental shelf,

Heidrun Field was formed in an extensional tectonic
phase during the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous.
The Middle Jurassic Fangst Group clastic reservoir
was deposited in a shallow marine to fluvial environ-
ment. It comprises three mostly clean sandstone forma-
tions, with the Not Formation being the more shaly
layer that thickens toward the southwest (approxi-
mately 19 m in well 6507/7-4). For more on the stratig-
raphy of the Fangst reservoir and Heidrun Field
geology, refer to Harris (1989) and Morton et al.
(2009). We focused on a section within four vertical
wells that includes the Melke Formation shale (Viking
Group, Middle to Upper Jurassic), the Fangst Group,
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and the underlying Ror muddy sandstone and Tilje
sandstone and shale (Båt Group, Early Jurassic).

To create the training database, we assumed that
only well 6507/8-1 has complete drilling information,
whereas well 6507/7-4 has partial records. With this
assumption, we simulate a case in which the core sam-
ples of the second well were lost for a certain depth in-
terval. The excluded section of the second well (2480–
2600 m) is, in fact, part of the oil-bearing sandstone in
the reservoir. The other two wells (6507/7-3 and 6507/7-
8) are assumed to lack any core samples. In this way,
we can “mask” the excluded parts of our available in-
formation only to use them later for testing the ap-
proach and validating the results.

The compiled database includes depths and the as-
sociated attribute values extracted from in situ and
computed logs. To create the lithofluid facies logs,
crossplots of different logs were analyzed. According
to drilling information provided by Norwegian Petro-
leum Directorate (n.d.), four classes are defined as
the dominant facies shaping the reservoir: shale (includ-
ing mudstone and siltstone), brine sand, oil sand, and
gas sand. Because well 6507/8-1 is the only well with
gas-sand samples, we chose to use it in the training
phase, and we evaluate any potential false discovery
of gas sands in other wells.

The best separation between classes was seen in the
lambda-mu-rho (LMR) analysis on a crossplot of λρ (LR)
versus μρ (MR) logs, noting that incompressibility (λ)
and rigidity (μ) are, by definition, pore-fluid and
rock-matrix indicators, respectively. Goodway et al.
(1997) compare the Lamé constants embedded in the
P- and S-wave velocity or in a ratio (VP∕VS or λ∕μ) with
LR and MR coefficients, and they demonstrate a signifi-
cant increase in sensitivity toward petrophysical varia-
tions with LR and MR coefficients. The LMR analysis
shows promising results in petrophysical discrimina-
tion in HC reservoirs. Young and Tatham (2007) identify
gas sands by applying LMR inversion on young, uncon-
solidated sediments. LMR analysis can also become a
crucial tool in reservoirs in which a decrease in
VP∕VS occurs without a pore-fluid-related increase in
VS (Close et al., 2016). The LMR logs were computed
using in situ logs (VP, VS, and density) as follows:

μρ ¼ Z2
S; λρ ¼ Z2

P − 2Z2
S;

where ZP and ZS are the P-wave and S-wave acoustic
impedances, respectively.

The results of LMR analysis were used to create the
initial lithofluid facies training classes. Each interval
was then approved or modified by the reference infor-
mation to form the class labels for our database. This is
the confirmed part of the data set on which the algo-
rithms will be trained, and based on that, the missing
information will be recovered/predicted.

The other attributes (logs) were selected by plotting
the probabilistic density function (PDF) histogram of
each log for each target class. Among all of the wireline

logs that were available and well-recorded within the
reservoir interval at all well locations, we interpreted
six of them to be good target indicators. These six logs,
including LR, MR, porosity (phi), Poisson’s ratio (PR),
shale volume (VSh), and P-impedance (ZP), along with
true vertical depth (TVD), form the seven predicting
attributes for Heidrun Field. We found that including
depth as an attribute can improve the HC-prediction
rate because it can act as a constraint in our 1D
data sets.

Kupe Field
The Paleocene Farewell Formation is the primary

reservoir for the Kupe gas-condensate Field, in the
southeastern Taranaki Basin, off-shore New Zealand.
The Farewell Formation is composed of medium- to
coarse-grained sandstones with interbedded shale
layers, deposited in fluvial to coastal braided plains
(Pang and Collen, 1996). Our primary focus in this study
is on sections in eight wells that contain the Farewell
sandstone reservoir. The reservoir quality of the
Farewell Formation can be highly affected in some
parts depending on the type of clay minerals within
the sandstone (Martin et al., 1994).

We used four vertical wells (Kupe South-6, Kupe
South-7ST1, Kupe South-8, and Momoho-1) to train
the ML algorithms for predicting the lithofluid facies
in other wells. The training wells, unlike the four target
wells, have VS logs that were used to create LMR and
PR logs and crossplots. We also used crossplots of the
gamma ray (GR) versus the difference between deep
and shallow resistivity logs (RESD and RESS) to design
the lithofluid facies target logs. Based on these analyses
and the available drilling reports (New Zealand Petro-
leum and Minerals, 2017), four classes were defined:
shale, brine sand, HC sand, and HC shaly sand. The lat-
ter two classes are HC-bearing sandstones with differ-
ent degrees of shale content as an indicator of reservoir
quality. The defined classes can be different in any field
depending on the reservoir, data availability, or the ob-
jective of the study. For instance, minor coal seams oc-
curring throughout Farewell sandstones in some wells
did not improve the overall prediction when included as
a separate class, nor did they relate to the objective of
this paper.

The lithofluid facies logs were then compared with
the existing composite logs so that the defined classes
and possible fluid contacts are in agreement with the
drilling information. This corrects for any misclassifica-
tions due to inaccurate wireline log measurements and/
or potentially oversimplified labeling. Based on our in-
vestigations of available wireline logs, GR, resistivity,
and ZP logs were selected along with depth values,
for predicting lithofluid facies by ML algorithms. Note
that to train and apply the algorithms, the choice of pre-
dictor logs is limited to the ones that are available in
target wells. So the LR and PR logs, which were used
in creating the lithofluid facies classes, could not be in-
cluded in the training because the target wells did not
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have VS (and, consequently, LR and PR) logs. The par-
allel coordinates plot in Figure 1 shows how each of the
selected predicting features can separate the target
classes. It also shows the importance of ML algorithms
by noticing the challenge of separating overlapping
classes in a multidimensional attribute space.

Application of ML algorithms
Machine learning can be thought of as a self-explana-

tory term, noting that the word “machine” implies a
wider spectrum of definitions such as computational
modeling. In other words, any data analysis method
with the aim of discovering trends and features within
a data set and from the data set itself without relying on
a predetermined equation is considered a ML algorithm.
The algorithm learns the desired information from the
data set, which is, in essence, similar to the procedure
of learning from experience in human beings.

ANNs are a particular branch of ML, originally in-
spired by biological neural networks. ANNs are well-
known as powerful ML techniques in solving complex
and nonlinear problems governing a large amount of
multiattribute data sets. Supervised ANNs take in the
observations (e.g., logs) and relate them to the associ-
ated targets (e.g., known lithofacies) via nonlinear ac-
tivation functions of their innermost hidden layer(s).
However, unsupervised algorithms have the advantage
of not depending on the availability of known targets for
making predictions. But for the same reason, their re-

sults need to be evaluated more rigorously and vali-
dated by reliable evidence before being authorized in
a decision-making procedure.

The number of layers, their neurons, the connection
weights between layers, and the direction of informa-
tion flow in an ANN define its architecture, which in
turn depends on the problem. The training algorithms
are optimization problems that minimize the difference
between prediction and the target by tuning the connec-
tion weight values accordingly. For a history of the
application of ANNs in geophysical studies until 2002,
see Poulton (2002).

The bagging or bootstrap aggregating method is gen-
erally used to increase stability and reduce the variance
of an ML algorithm. This procedure is typically applied
to the classification and regression trees (CART), which
tend to overfit the training data. CARTs are decision-
making models that relate features via “branches” to
a “leaf,” which is a predicted value (regression) or label
(classification). The branches split at several points
based on variations in the features.

The BT procedure begins by creating replicates of
the learning set through bootstrap resampling, i.e., ran-
dom sampling with replacement from the training data
set (Breiman, 1996). This way, each decision tree is
trained on a bootstrap sample set, the outcome of
which is an aggregation of the results through voting
or averaging for classification and regression problems,
respectively.

Artificial neural networks
SOM is an unsupervised ANN that clusters data while

preserving their topological relationships. SOM uses the
Kohonen rule in a competitive layer, by which the win-
ning neurons are determined based on their “closeness”
to the prototype or initial vectors (Kohonen, 1987). In
each iteration, the connection weights to the winning
neurons will be updated, putting the neurons with sim-
ilar features in one cluster. SOM entered the seismic in-
terpretation field mainly as a tool in horizon tracking
and waveform recognition, and it is still being used
in facies mapping studies in more innovative workflows
(Liu et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017).

We used SOM as an initial and alternative data-driven
method to estimate the number of clusters, independ-
ently from the LMR-based clustering results. For this
purpose, we measured the silhouette parameter (as de-
fined below) to evaluate the optimum number of SOM-
driven clusters. This parameter is calculated as a ratio
for each point, using a measure of dissimilarity (e.g.,
Euclidean distance, correlation, cosine of two vectors,
etc.), as follows:

Si ¼
Bi − Ai

maxðAi; BiÞ
;

where Ai is the average distance between point i and
the rest of the points in the same cluster and Bi is

Figure 1. The lithofluid classes plotted on predicting-feature
coordinates (parallel coordinates) for New Zealand data: true
vertical depth (TVD), gamma ray (GR), P-impedance (ZP), and
deep resistivity (RESD). Each feature is scaled over its range
to better show the separation of classes. Also note how the GR
(as an example) separates some of the shales with a higher GR
from the other lithologies, but other shales with lower GR are
similar in value with the brine sands. Most of these low-GR
shales, however, can be separated from the brine sands on
the TVD or ZP coordinates.
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the distance between that point and the points in the
closest cluster (Rousseeuw, 1987).

After running SOM for feature maps with three, four,
five, and six neurons (each neuron representing a clus-
ter) and calculating the averages of the Si in each case,
the optimum number of clusters determined by the sil-
houette parameter was four for both fields (Figure 2).
We then applied the SOM network trained for a four-
class scenario on each data set. Because of the unsuper-
vised nature of this network, we must label its predicted
clusters after it has been applied based on the available
log and other data.

MLFN is one of the common supervised ANNs that
can be used in classification and function-approxima-
tion problems. It has at least one hidden layer and up-
dates the connection weights and biases in a backward
direction (backpropagation) using one of the many gra-
dient-based training algorithms available. The output
layer uses either a sigmoid or a linear transfer function
for classification and regression problems, respectively.

We used a single hidden layered MLFN with 10 neu-
rons as a classifier to predict lithofluid facies logs in the
two fields separately. The network uses 15% of the
training data, randomly selected, for validating the re-
sults. The validation value is a generalization measure
that estimates the algorithm’s capability in reproducing
what is learned in the new “unseen” data set.

Bagged trees
We used a random-forest approach to grow the BTs

for the BT algorithm. This means that, in addition to the
bootstrap sampling of the training data set for each tree,
the features (log values) at each split are also randomly
sampled without replacement (Breiman, 2001). The
training procedure can be summarized as follows:

1) Take a bootstrapped sample of the training set to
form a tree.

2) Form a splitting node by randomly sampling fea-
tures (e.g., splitting a branch into PR > 0.3 and
PR < 0.3).

3) Repeat step 2 at each split in the tree until grown as
large as desired.

4) Repeat steps 1–3 for a large number of trees.

5) Over all the trees, count the number of predicted
classes for a specific observation (in BT, a set of
all the splitting nodes on a branch that leads to a
certain leaf is called an observation).

6) The majority vote of an observation determines the
class assigned to it.

Brieman (2001) shows that the combination of voting
over a large number of trees and random sampling of
features results in reduction of variance and bias. Thus,
there is no need for pruning the trees because the over-
fitting problem is already addressed by these two qual-
ities. Figure 3 shows a small part of one of the trained
trees as an example.

We tested different ML algorithms (including SVM
and DA) with a fivefold cross-validation factor in an ini-

Figure 2. Silhouette values for the Heidrun
Field (a) and Kupe Field (b). The values are
calculated for different cluster numbers as
predicted by SOM networks. The higher value
indicates the best separation between clusters
and hence the optimum number of clusters for
the clustering method. However, lower values
indicate that more similarities exist between
the separated clusters.

Figure 3. A part of one of the trees in a bagged-tree (BT)
analysis trained on Heidrun data. Two observations leading
to two example leaves are shown in bold. Leaves for this data
set are (1) gas sand, (2) shale, (3) oil sand, and (4) brine sand.
The specifying feature values for those observations are shown
at the splitting nodes. TVD: true vertical depth, PR: Poisson’s
ratio, LR: lambda-rho, phi: porosity, VSh: shale volume.
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tial effort to find the best nonANN algo-
rithms. In this procedure, the data are
subdivided into five sections (folds) dur-
ing the training phase, and at each turn,
one section is predicted by the rest. The
accuracy of the algorithm is calculated
based on the average of these cross-val-
idation errors. In all of the trial sessions
of training for this study, BT constantly
had the highest accuracy among all the
available ML algorithms.

Discussion and results
SOM clusters the data based on simi-

larities without using labels (targets);
thus, the results of the clustering need
interpretive validations after being ap-
plied. Our interpretation of the implied
lithofluid facies labels is based on inves-
tigating the results in crossplots and
PDF histograms.

The best separation among SOM clus-
ters occurred when the algorithm
looked for four classes within each data
set, according to the silhouette value.
This was in agreement with our
assumption about the target classes.
However, a preliminary investigation
of the SOM-driven lithofluid facies logs
shows a disagreement between the pre-
dicted and actual fluid content (Fig-
ure 4). In most cases, the predicted
HC column extends deeper than the
lowest HC observed in the wells
(OWC or LKG). In addition, in the Hei-
drun Field, gas sand only exists in well

Table 1. Summary of BT and MLFN training results. The box plots in
the accuracy range show the results of seven independent training
sessions. The numbers on these plots are the minimum, average, and
maximum, from bottom to top, and the line indicates the median. The
top and bottom of the boxes are the third and first quartiles,
respectively. The other rows show the results of the algorithm with
the median accuracy. The accuracy is based on the cross-validated
training error, and the success rates are the positive predictions for
each class.

Figure 4. The SOM-predicted lithofluid fa-
cies in example wells from Kupe Field (a)
and Heidrun Field (b). The dashed lines show
the lowest known gas (LKG) and oil-water
contact (OWC) for the two wells.
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6507/8-1, whereas thin layers of this class are predicted
in other wells by SOM.

Ross and Cole (2017) compare the results of MLFN
with unsupervised ANNs in a seismic facies mapping
case and conclud that the latter is not well-suited for
solving nonlinear problems as in facies classification.
However, Zhao et al. (2015) argue that an unsupervised
algorithm has the advantage of not being limited to a
predefined number of classes, hence being a better
choice in facies classifications in which unseen classes
may occur in the data set. According to the goals of our
study, the SOM results were not reliable; thus, it was not
considered for simulating on the target wells.

Two supervised ML algorithms, BT and MLFN, were
trained on two data sets. We trained each algorithm
seven times independently (not retraining), and then
we selected the median values to compare the accuracy
of the two techniques. The reason behind multiple train-
ing sessions is to have a measure of the stability of each
algorithm because ML algorithms usually (if not inten-
tionally designed otherwise) make use of randomness
at some point in training. For example, the initiation
of weights in ANN, the observation order in BT, and
sampling data to create validation subgroup(s) happen
in a random state. This randomness causes the nonrep-
eatability of the exact training results in different runs
of the algorithm. Accuracy values and ranges, and the
success rate in predicting HC and non-HC units, are
summarized in Table 1. The validation errors for MLFN
and BT are reflected in their accuracy values.

An important thing to note in this table is the range or
spread of accuracy results depicted by the heights of

the box plots. BT appears to be a more stable algorithm
due to its lower variation in accuracies (smaller range)
in both fields. It means that despite the inherent nonrep-
eatability of results each time that the algorithm is ini-
tiated, BT can be expected to have an almost
predictable accuracy (approximately ±0.5%). It also
shows a higher overall and average accuracy in both
fields. This capability of BTs in generalizing results
with minimum overfitting lowers the risk of false dis-
coveries.

The application of BTs can be viewed as going
through a series of if-then rules that were initially ex-
tracted from the training data set. Thus, it is a natural
choice to use BTs in wireline log interpretation because
the log interpretation is a decision-making task based
on how each log is behaving.

The success-rate values show the positive predic-
tions within each category. For instance, in Kupe Field,
89.8% of HC units (two HC classes combined) predicted
by BT belong to the HC units in the target log, which
means that 10.2% of what is predicted as HC units in
fact belong to nonHC units. Based on this parameter,
both algorithms are more successful in predicting HC
units than nonHC units. However, BT has higher suc-
cess rates in predicting either HC or nonHC units in
comparison with MLFN.

Based on these results, we chose the BT algorithm to
predict the lithofluid facies logs in each field, the results
of which are discussed in the following sections.
Figure 5 shows the BT prediction of lithofluid facies
logs in one well at each field, along with three wireline
logs as reference. As shown in this figure and discussed

Figure 5. The BT prediction of the lithofluid facies for well 6507/8-1 of Heidrun Field (a) and well Kupe South-7 of Kupe Field (b).
P-impedance, gamma ray, and deep resistivity logs are shown for reference.
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before, there is a larger amount of shale content in the
Kupe Field in comparison with the Heidrun Field. The
shale content, either in the form of alternating layers or
clay content within the sandstones, affects the wireline
logs, which makes the qualitative log interpretations
more difficult and less accurate in Kupe than in Hei-
drun. ML algorithms, due to their ability in handling
nonlinearity in multiattribute problems, can increase
the accuracy in such complicated cases.

Heidrun lithofluid facies logs
The data were analyzed qualitatively and using LMR

and statistical analysis to find the well logs that can best
predict the lithofluid facies. In all cases, PR, LR, and ZP
were the best features in distinguishing between all
classes, whereas the other logs had varying perfor-
mances in separating different classes. In all cases,
shale and brine sand were found to be difficult to dis-
tinguish from each other. One reason could be that the
shale class is underrepresented in the Heidrun data,
leading to an incomplete characterization of the shale

class. An underrepresented class, however, does not
necessarily have a lesser chance of receiving votes in
BT because the algorithm uses the empirical probability
of each class in training. The Fangst Group is mainly
shallow-marine and fluvial sandstone deposited during
the Late Jurassic regression in off-shore mid-Norway
and includes one thin marine-shale layer in the Not For-
mation (Harris, 1989). Two shaly classes are included in
data that are outside the reservoir: the overlying Melke
marine-shale of the Viking Group and the underlying
Ror and Tilje muddy sandstone and sandstone and
shale from the Båt Group. However, these layers are
not clean shales or thick enough to completely over-
come the potential bias in the number of samples. A
sandy-shale target sample, for example, is easy to be
misclassified with brine sand due to their similar ZP
and LR values.

The BT algorithm was applied to wells 6507/7-3 and
6507/7-8 and the excluded section of 6507/7-4. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 6. The results demonstrate
the capability of BT in predicting HC units: Predicted
oil sands agree with the OWC depths, and there are
no gas sands predicted falsely in the target wells. In ad-
dition, shale layers belonging to the Viking Group, Ror
and Tilje Formations (Båt Group), and Not Formation,
where they exist, are predicted correctly.

As shown in the confusion matrix (Figure 7a), the
performance of the trained BT algorithm can be inves-
tigated in more detail. The success rate values shown
in this matrix are averaged over cross validations,
whereas one-fifth of the data were randomly selected
and predicted by the rest of the data during a training
session. The percentages are based on the predicted
classes; a false discovery shows the percentage of a pre-
dicted class that does not belong to that class in the tar-
get log. For example, the false discovery of gas sand
shows that 4% of the predicted gas sands were, in fact,
shale (1%), and brine sand (3%). Oil sands also were cor-
rectly classified in 98% of the predictions, with only 1%
and less than 1% of the predictions belonging to brine
sands and shale, respectively. The second and fourth
columns show that most of the false discoveries oc-
curred between shale and brine sands.

Because in this field we have access to the target lith-
ofluid facies logs, we expanded these calculations to
our predictions of the target wells. The confusion ma-
trix in Figure 7b shows the positive predictions versus
the false discoveries. In additional, true classification
and misclassification rates are shown in the last column
and the last row of the confusion matrix, respectively. A
misclassification rate is the percentage of a true class
that is predicted as other classes. The positive predic-
tion rates confirm that predicted HC units by BT belong
to the right classes with high positive prediction rates:
92.1% for oil sands, and 0% for gas sands. Note that the
target wells do not have any gas-sand layers and BT has
not falsely discovered any other classes as gas sands in
these wells.

Figure 6. (a) The BT-predicted logs (6507/7-3 and 7-8) and
(b) the predicted section of 6507/7-4 (left, magnified). The rest
of 6507/7-4 and well 6507/8-1 were used to train the BT.
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Similar to the training results, the shale and brine-
sand classes account for most of the false discoveries
between each other (see the second and fourth row on
the brine sand and shale target columns, respectively).
The false discoveries between shale and brine sand can
be explained by the previously discussed issue of the
similarities between the shale and brine sand in this
data set.

However, the overall low-accuracy rate in this model
(63.2%) is not only due to the shale/brine-sand false dis-
coveries. The last row of this matrix shows the misclas-
sification rate in the red (bottom) numbers. The highest
misclassification rate belongs to the oil sands indicating
that 60% of actual oil sands are misclassified as brine
sand, and 9% as shale. This is mostly caused by well
6507/7-3 because taking it out of the calculations drops
the misclassification of oil sands from 60% to 25.2% (Fig-
ure 7c). The chart in Figure 8 shows the role of each
target well in the overall accuracy rate of BT. Because
the errors are normalized by the number of samples at
each well, the stacked bars confirm that most of the er-
ror in the oil-sand class is caused by well 6507/7-3.

The reason behind the distinct behavior of this well is
that, in creating the lithofluid facies logs, we relied on
drilling reports to validate the fluid content. Consecu-
tively, a thick layer of oil sands (approximately
100 m) is designated for an interval with HC shows
as described in the reports. However, the wireline logs
do not show such a consistent and significant anomaly
over the reservoir interval. For example, formation re-
sistivity logs (RTF) available only in wells 6507/7-4,

6507/7-A-53, and 6507/7-A-17 show this discrepancy
among these wells and well 6507/7-3 (Figure 9). The
RTF anomaly of the Fangst reservoir in this well is
not as high or as blocky as observed in other wells.
We can argue that the BT prediction, in contrast to
the reference target, is correctly indicating a low-quality
reservoir section encountered by this well, which is in
agreement with the results of an ANN-driven PR model
of this field (Keynejad et al., 2017).

Figure 8. Error contributed by each target well (6507/7-3,
6507/7-4, and 6507/7-8) in BT’s overall prediction error. The
overall misclassification errors are 40%, 26.9%, and 69.5%
for the shale, brine-sand, and oil-sand classes, respectively.
Note that most of the misclassified oil sands are caused by
data from well 7-3.

Figure 7. (a) Confusion matrix of trained and
cross-validated BT results on Heidrun data
with an average accuracy of 95.7%. On the
right (b) the prediction results are shown
for all target wells and (c) all except well
6507/7-3. The cells in the dark columns in
(b and c) include the positive prediction in
green (top) numbers and the false discovery
in red (bottom) numbers. The cells in the dark
rows in (b and c) show the correct classifica-
tion in green (top) numbers and the misclas-
sification in red (bottom) numbers. The blue
boxes in (b and c) show the overall accuracy
and error in green (top) and red (bottom)
numbers, respectively.
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Kupe lithofluid facies logs
The confusion matrix in Figure 10 shows a high pos-

itive predictive rate for HC-bearing clean sands (92%).
The predicted shaly sands with HC-shows have a lower
rate with 77% of the predictions being correctly classi-
fied. The internal percentages of this class (the fourth
column) show that of the 23% false discoveries, 13% be-
longing to the shale class. This was predictable when
this class was defined to be an indicator of low-quality
reservoir sand, with features between a clean reservoir
sand and shale classes in the target log. Note also that
most of the clean sand false discoveries are brine sand
rather than HC shaly sand. This suggests that the prop-
erties of the HC shaly sand are farther from the clean
HC sand than for the brine sand.

The predicted lithofluid facies logs for four target
wells are shown in Figure 11. To qualitatively compare
the results, the available interpreted composite log and
the HC shows are also included. As seen in this figure,
there are other interpreted lithofacies that we have not
included in our study because they are neither related
to our goal, nor are they large enough to affect the al-
gorithm’s performance significantly.

The comparison suggests the following points:

1) Predicted HC units are in good agreement with HC
shows or interpreted fluid contacts; no HC unit is
predicted below the expected reservoir zone.

2) Predicted shales, especially the sealing shale over-
lying the Farewell reservoir, are consistent with
the interpreted layers of claystone and siltstone
and/or are proportional to the thickness or amount.

3) The HC shaly sands predicted in well Kupe South 7
are consistent with the interpreted argillaceous
sandstones.

Kupe South 5 is reported to have HCs shows over an
interval of approximately 36 m, which is not reflected in
the BT predictions. The interpreted lithofacies column
from drilling reports shows that alternating shale layers
comprise half of the Farewell Formation in this well, the
rest of which are carbonaceous sandstones. Such dis-
crepancies should be investigated through core sample
analysis to better understand whether this is only a mis-
classification. The drilling documents of this well do not
mark the Farewell sandstones as a reservoir, and they
report that severe calcite cementations and formation

Figure 9. (a) Crossplot of the true formation
resistivity (RTF, ohm-m) versus gamma ray
(API). (b) The RTF logs plotted for the same
well, colored by the RTF amplitude at the res-
ervoir depth interval. The RTF curves are
shown in logarithmic scale. The color scale
for the curves is cropped at 110 ohm-m to bet-
ter depict the variations at the reservoir inter-
val (i.e., RTF values of 110–500 ohm-m all are
in purple).
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of authigenic clay minerals have affected the reservoir
quality (New Zealand Petroleum and Minerals, 2017).

Conclusion
Our study suggests the usage of ML algorithms along

with the expert’s knowledge to gain objective insight of
the subsurface properties while tuning the algorithm
and resultant interpretations based on the expectations
and information about the reservoir. The main advan-
tage of ML is its power in resolving complex, multicri-
teria problems. Another advantage of this approach is
that, once trained, it can be applied to wells with mini-
mum available logs because the target logs used in
training are designed based on reliable information
and a complete package of logs in the training wells.
We have compared an unsupervised and two super-
vised approaches and applied the most successful algo-
rithm on two HC fields to interpret its results.

In each field, we used different wireline logs to cre-
ate lithofluid facies logs for training wells. The facies
defined in this study are not detailed stratigraphic
classes; instead, the facies were placed into simplified,
inclusive groups with the main aim of distinguishing
HC-bearing units from the rest, in accordance with

Figure 10. Confusion matrix, showing the cross-validated
results of training BT algorithm on Kupe Field data, with
88.7% average accuracy.

Figure 11. The BT-predicted lithofluid facies
logs in Kupe Field (b), compared with the
interpreted lithofacies (a). Note that the BT-
predicted results provide more resolution
compared to the qualitatively interpreted col-
umns. Red arrows for Kupe South 4 point to
very thin HC sands predicted by BT.
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the reservoir’s properties. Although this approach can
be of more importance in the appraisal and develop-
ment phases, ML applications with more class varia-
tions based on the stratigraphy and/or depositional
settings can be similarly designed for explorational
stages. Note that misclassifications are inevitable in
any sort of indirect assessment of the facies because
none of them are completely distinct from the others,
physically and/or compositionally.

Although the unsupervised approach (SOM) was
helpful as a preprocessing step to establish the idea
about the number of clusters and the predictive attrib-
utes without the need to know the targets, the results do
not seem to be reliable enough. This approach, coupled
with knowledge-driven techniques, can especially be of
help in cases in which there are no cored wells near the
study area.

Both supervised methods could successfully predict
HC units in the cross-validation training phase in both
fields, with BT having a higher overall and HC-related
accuracy rate. We expect ANNs to be more successful
in problems in which the relationship among attributes
and targets is more complicated than being mapped
with a system of if-then rules. Using seismic attributes
for mapping seismic facies is an example in which the
rules relating the features to the target, though basically
understood, cannot be directly drawn at any given
sample.

A more detailed study of the prediction results for
trained BTs showed a very low false discovery rate
for oil sands (7.9%) and no false discovery for gas sands
in Heidrun Field. However, about two-thirds of the
existing oil sands were misclassified as brine sands,
with well 6507/7-3 as the major contributor to this error.
The prediction, though deviating from the previously in-
terpreted fluid column (hence causing the error), is in
agreement with the low formation resistivity values and
the relatively high Poisson’s ratio at this well location.

Qualitative investigations of Kupe Field results also
demonstrate no false discoveries for HC units. The HC-
shaly sand class was defined for low-quality reservoir
sands and was expected to be mostly misclassified ei-
ther as clean HC sands or shale. It was successfully pre-
dicted at Kupe South 7, which is a deviated well from
the training well that contained this class. Thin layers of
predicted different classes are in accordance with var-
iations in the associated index logs, which can mean a
more reliable resolution than the qualitative interpreta-
tions. The HC shows reported in well Kupe South 5 that
occur in a very low-porosity section of the Farewell For-
mation, which was not marked as reservoir, were not
predicted by BT. For such reservoir conditions, predict-
ing an HC unit would more likely be a falsely discovered
reservoir and cause more harm in field development
plans if decisions are based on misleading results.

The apparent misclassification of HC units as nonHC
units in this study can be interpreted using core samples
and other comprehensive field studies. If the misclassi-
fications are real, they can cause an underestimation of

the reservoir capacity. In general, to lower any misclas-
sification in predicting lithofluid facies in a reservoir,
the observed cases of misclassification should be inter-
preted and addressed during the training phase.

The advantage of using ML algorithms is their power
in scrutinizing large data sets with multidimensional,
complicated, interrelated attributes. This study showed
that ML algorithms can be used in classifying lithofluid
facies to predict HC-bearing units, with minimal to no
risk of HC false discoveries. The proposed approach of
using ML algorithms, trained and tuned based on an ex-
pert’s knowledge about the reservoir, can be modified
and applied on future wells in a HC field to distinguish
the pay zone.
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